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A. Definition of Senior Members 

 

 In determining recommendations concerning reappointment, tenure, or promotion, the senior 

members of the department shall be defined as all full professors of the department excluding the chair.   

Each year at the appropriate time the chair shall meet with assembled senior members of the department to 

discuss the faculty status of all members of the department.  For this purpose, senior members include those 

for whom a positive decision of promotion to full professor has been made by the Provost.  At least once a 

year, each faculty member of the department shall be given the opportunity to discuss his/her status with 

the chair.   

 

B. Process of consultation leading to a recommendation 

 

1) As a required part of their deliberations, the senior members and the chair shall consult with 

the members of the advisory committee on each matter of reappointment, tenure, or 

promotion in rank.  They shall actively seek the counsel of all members of the advisory group, 

and shall weigh carefully the ideas and opinions originating in these consultations.   

 

 The advisory committee shall consist of all tenured faculty members (excluding the 

candidate and the chair) who are not senior members and will serve as an autonomous 

advisory committee to the senior members on reappointment, tenure and promotion 

decisions.   For this purpose, tenured faculty include those for whom a positive tenure 

decision has been made by the provost. 

 The advisory committee will elect its own chair who will conduct the advisory committee 

meetings.  This election will be at the first meeting of the advisory committee.  The 

department chair will make available to the advisory committee all documentation 

pertaining to the promotion and/or tenure decisions at least one week in advance of the 

meeting.  A draft of the candidate’s report should be available to the advisory committee 

and the senior members the first day of classes in the appropriate semester. 

 Each advisory committee meeting member is expected to have reviewed the 

documentation prior to the meeting, to be prepared to evaluate the performance of the 

candidate in the areas of teaching, research, and service as outstanding, acceptable, or 

unacceptable, and to justify these evaluations during the meeting. 

 The department chair will schedule a meeting of the advisory committee.  After 

discussion amongst only the members of the advisory committee, the senior members and 

department chair will join the meeting.  This joint meeting of the advisory committee, 

senior members, and department chair will begin with a summary to the senior members 

and department chair by the chair of the advisory committee.  The senior members and 

chair are encouraged to ask clarifying questions rather than to present their views on the 

qualifications of the candidate.  In the combined meeting of senior members with the 

advisory committee, a quorum shall consist of two thirds of the members of the advisory 

committee and two thirds of the senior members. 

 

2) The chair will assemble all available senior members for a discussion on each personnel 

action.  A vote of the senior members is required on each personnel action.  Each senior 

member will sign that he/she supports the personnel action or sign that he/she does not 

support the personnel action.  The chair will collect and retain the signed votes of the senior 

members and report the vote totals as part of any recommendation.  The chair will inform the 



 

 

senior members and each candidate of any recommendation that is to be made on behalf of 

the candidate at least one week before the deadline for submission of recommendations.  

Negative as well as positive RTP recommendations will be forwarded by the chair. 

 

3) Senior members will be provided with a copy of each recommendation form at least five days 

before the deadline. 

 

4) A majority of senior members excluding the chair, at their option, may forward a separate 

recommendation.  Only one such recommendation from the senior members may be 

forwarded and it must be signed by a majority of the senior members excluding the 

department chair. 

 

5) All full-time members of the department shall be advised of all recommendations being 

submitted on behalf of individual faculty members. 

 

C.          RPT Time Table   

 

             A faculty member hired as an assistant or associate professor must complete at least two years of 

probationary service at UNCW before being considered for tenure. No other minimum time requirement for 

service at any level has been established. Applications for tenure before a decision is mandatory must 

demonstrate that special circumstances or exceptional productivity have provided sufficient evidence that 

the faculty member has met the qualifications for that action.  In addition: 

 

 An assistant professor with an initial 4-year contract must be reviewed for reappointment 

no later than early in the 6th semester of employment. 

 An assistant professor with a second 3-year contract must be reviewed for tenure and 

promotion no later than early in the 3rd semester of that contract (11th semester of 

employment). 

 For an assistant professor who previously held the rank of instructor at UNCW, the 

mandatory review period is the same as for other assistant professors, except that it is 

measured from the first semester of employment as instructor. 

 An associate professor with an initial 5-year contract must be reviewed for tenure no later 

than early in the 7th semester of employment. 

 Discretionary reviews, whether for tenure (with or without promotion) after the required 

two-year probationary period but prior to the mandatory time for review or for promotion 

of a tenured faculty member, may be conducted in either the fall or spring semesters. 

 For an assistant or associate professor who previously held a visiting position at UNCW, 

the mandatory review period is the same as for other assistant/associate professors, 

except that it may include the time the candidate spent as a visitor at UNCW at the 

candidate’s option. 

 Only years when the candidate was an active member of the UNCW faculty will count as 

part of the mandatory time period for review. 

 

D           External Review of Candidates 

 

       The external review of candidates for tenure and/or promotion shall be optional in all cases and the 

presence or absence of such reviews shall not in any way be construed as detrimental to the candidate’s 

case.  However, the option to solicit external reviews shall be available to both the candidate for tenure 

and/or promotion and the senior members of the department.  The following guidelines for the 

solicitation and use of external reviews shall be followed should either decide to pursue the option: 

 

 The candidate shall suggest 4-5 names of individuals willing to serve as reviewers.  The 

senior members must choose at least 2 of these names for external review and may add 

additional reviewers of their choosing to bring the total of received reviews to at least 2 

and at most 5.  The chair shall contact the reviewers and request the review. 



 

 

 Reviewers shall be selected according to their ability to provide expert opinions on the 

research accomplishments of the candidate (or rarely on other performance areas), 

especially when those opinions are likely to supplement the expertise among the senior 

members. 

 Anonymous reviews shall be available to the candidate to assure candid assessments of 

his or her record, though the senior members will have access to the identities of the 

external reviewers along with information about any personal and professional 

connection the candidate has with the reviewers. 

 The external reviews shall only be advisory to the chair and the senior members and are 

considered to be one part of the entirety of information available to them as they 

deliberate.  The use of external reviews or their solicitation need not be reported in the 

final recommendation except in the case when the external reviews were requested by the 

candidate.  In this case, the external reviews will be part of the documentation forwarded 

to the Dean and the college RPT committee.   

 

 

  



 

 

Expectations of Faculty Regarding Reappointment, Tenure, and  
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I. Criteria for Evaluation of Faculty Performance  

 

Criteria for evaluation of faculty performance for reappointment, promotion, and tenure in the four 

evaluation areas of teaching, artistic achievement and research, scholarship and professional development, 

and service are established by the Criteria for Reappointment, Promotion and Award of Tenure (approved 

by the Faculty Senate, March 30, 1982, revised March 2004) as described in the UNCW Faculty 

Handbook.  

 

The purpose of this document is to highlight the typical expectations for departmental faculty. It 

should be noted that some candidates begin with more experience than others, and as such, become 

exceptions to the general rule.  

 

 

II. Expectations for Reappointment as an Assistant Professor  

 

The main consideration for reappointment is that the successful candidate shall have made good 

progress toward eventually meeting the teaching effectiveness and research productivity expectations for 

tenure and for promotion to associate professor. Generally, the following descriptions shall apply. 

 

1. Teaching  

 

The initial record of contributions to the teaching mission of the department (see department 

webpage), coupled with the evaluation of those efforts (through student evaluation, annual peer evaluation, 

and self evaluation) shall reflect either accomplishment or promise as an excellent teacher, or identification 

of teaching deficiencies together with evidence that they are being successfully resolved. 

 

Throughout the probationary period, it is the responsibility of the chair and Senior Members 

reviewing student and peer teaching evaluations, in close cooperation with the candidate, to identify 

teaching deficiencies. The candidate must present evidence that such deficiencies are being successfully 

resolved.  

 

2. Research, Scholarship and Artistic Achievement  

 

A candidate for reappointment is expected to have submitted at least one research article for refereed 

publication. An individual’s first publication will usually be based substantially on his/her doctoral 

dissertation, but is not necessarily limited to this scholarly work. In addition, a candidate for reappointment 

is expected to submit evidence of at least one other research project aimed toward publication. The majority 

of work for this project will be done while at UNCW. 

 

Activity in the area of scholarship and artistic achievement does not replace activity in the categories of 

teaching and research, but can provide important additional evidence of efforts toward accomplishments in 

both of those areas. Participation in activities such as attendance at professional meetings, workshops, 

seminars, consulting work, writing of grant applications, graduate thesis committee membership, etc., give 

valuable indications of the likelihood of eventual qualification for tenure and promotion. Supervision of 

theses and extensive student projects are not normally undertaken during the initial probationary period.  

 

3. Service  

 

A candidate for reappointment is not necessarily expected to have service contributions outside the 

department. The candidate should have participated in departmental committee and interest group activities 



 

 

as assigned. Non-tenured assistant professors are encouraged to focus on the primary areas of teaching and 

research, and to begin to seek leadership roles within the department and extensive service outside the 

department only after reappointment.  

 

 

III. Expectations for Promotion to the rank of Associate Professor with the award of 

permanent tenure OR Expectations for Promotion of Tenured Assistant Professors to the Rank of Associate 

Professor 

 

Prior to the application for promotion and tenure, the department expects to see a clear continuing 

pattern of growth and scholarly development in teaching and research. To qualify for recommendation for 

promotion to Associate Professor, the candidate will have developed into an effective teacher, and will 

have demonstrated that he/she has a well-planned research program underway. 

 

1. Teaching  

 

Evidence of effective teaching should be demonstrated with a strong teaching record.  Annual evaluations, 

peer evaluations and SPOT scores will identify development and growth in teaching.  The individual 

should also have made contributions to the departmental teaching function.  (See List A in the Appendix 

for possible indicators.) 

 

2. Research, Scholarship and Artistic Achievement  

 

The candidate must demonstrate a continuing pattern of research achievement through an on-going research 

program consisting of research publications and documentation of other research involvement. The record 

of research achievement must include at least two pieces of original work accepted for publication by 

refereed journals and presentations at research conferences. Documentation of research involvement should 

include as many items as possible from List B in the Appendix. The quality of the work and of the total 

research program will weigh heavily in the determination of a positive recommendation.  

 

3. Service  

 

The candidate must show growth in university and professional service in addition to active departmental 

participation. Examples of growth in this area include such activities as service on College or University 

committees, leadership in departmental committees and interest groups, service to professional 

organizations, or other activities as indicated in List C in the Appendix. 

 

IV. Expectations for the award of Tenure to an Associate Professor  

 

Occasionally, experienced individuals may be appointed as Associate Professor for a probationary 

period of up to five years. These usually are individuals with considerable experience and expertise and 

who can make an immediate impact on the teaching and research missions of the department. To be 

awarded tenure, such individuals are expected to provide evidence of accomplishment at UNCW in each 

evaluation area that is of such quality.  

 

V. Expectations for Promotion to the rank of Professor  

 

An individual who is recommended by the department for promotion to the rank of Professor will 

be one who is recognized as an excellent teacher and as a scholar within his/her professional field, and one 

who has achieved a significant record of service.  

 

1. Teaching  

 

The successful candidate will be recognized as an excellent teacher by annual evaluations, peer 

evaluations and SPOT scores.  In addition, the individual should have made significant contributions to the 

departmental teaching functions (see List A in the Appendix for indicators).  



 

 

 

2. Research, Scholarship and Artistic Achievement  

 

The candidate must have a significant, on-going research program including a strong record of 

refereed research publications and conference presentations, as well as involvement with student research 

activities. Further evidence of significance may include quality of journals, leading roles in research 

projects, citations on published articles, and external reviews. For documentation of other involvements in 

research and scholarship, refer to List B in the Appendix.  

 

3. Service  

 

Furthermore, the service record shall show evidence of leadership within the department, 

university, and/or profession community.  Indicators that show achievement in these areas are shown in 

List C in the Appendix. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 

 

 

List A 

 Development of new and creative materials for instruction 

 Involvement in curricular proposals and creation of new courses 

 Mentoring and advising undergraduate students 

 Directing honors theses and senior projects 

 Teaching honors courses 

 Directing master theses 

 Membership on master theses committees 

 Writing and securing grants with educational impact 

 Directing individual study courses 

 Writing texts and course packets 

 Creating online materials to accompany courses 

 Use of technology and other innovative efforts to improve teaching 

 Involvement with outreach educational programs 

 Honors and awards 

 

List B 

 Research publications in refereed journals or proceedings 

 Non-refereed research publications 

 Presentation of research results at regional, national and international conferences 

 Attendance and participation at conferences 

 Invited presentations at other scholarly institutions 

 Seminar lectures 

 Writing and securing research grants 

 Authorship of books and materials 

 Reviewing and refereeing 

 Editing 

 Consulting  

 Scientific Visualization 

 Honors and awards 

 

List C 

 Membership and service to professional societies 

 Leadership in departmental and university committees 

 Participating in departmental and university committees 

 Mentoring new faculty 

 Mentoring students 

 Consulting 

 Organizing or conducting meetings and workshops 

 Organizing, directing or judging science fairs, math contests, and other outreach 

programs 

 Editorial work for journals and professional societies 

 Refereeing and reviewing 

 


